
PEST ANALYSIS OF DABUR CHYAWANPRASH

Dabur India Limited is a leading Indian consumer goods company with interests in Hair Care, Oral Care, Health Care,
Skin Care, Home Care.

Therefore it becomes important for every business to determine these various factors and plan their strategies
accordingly to survive against all such odds. Flat profits in the distilling industry spurred Brown-Forman to
develop an international presence by diversifying into non-alcoholic areas, adding In marketing, sales
promotion is one of the four aspects of promotion. Price is a crucial determinant of the fact whether the
exchange between the buyer and seller should materialize or not. Dabur invested Rs. Industry risk: We begin
first by assessing the industry risk as it has its pros and cons as every other industry. Advancement in
technology : Focus on growing there core brands across categories, reaching out to new geographies, within
and outside India, and improve operational efficiencies by leveraging technology. Mergers and acquisitions to
strengthen the brand Opportunities 3. Its research and foundation team helped in developing a drug thatis
extracted from the Asian Yew tree leaves. Secondly, this region was best suited for the studying the existing
segmentation i. Industry-specific regulations : These laws are related to industry for example- no industry can
establish in between cities i. Successfully integrating cross-functional strategies is critical to providing
superior customer value. Meswak  But before it reaches us it passes through the hands of many middlemen
who help it come to you in right time, at right place and in right quantity. Product Dabur is committed in
offering its customers products that are of excellent quality and are herbal. K Burman started Dabur in as a
small pharmacy. Dabur Vatika 3. Dabur Red 6. Formed in the later part of the 19th century it was the largest
retail company in the country until the early nineties. Its wine and spirits segment manufactures, bottles,
imports, exports and markets a wide variety of other alcoholic beverages and wines Bel Arbors and Bolla.


